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Pearls  of Wisdom

Gangtok,  July 16:  Governor of
Sikkim Mr. Ganga Prasad launched
the book ‘Atal Bhandari’, a
collection of writings on the former
Chief Minister of Sikkim,  Lt. Mr.
Nar Bahadur Bhandari, in the
presence of Chief Minister Mr.
Prem Singh Tamang (Golay),
Speaker (SLA) Mr. L.B Das and
Former Member of Parliament Ms.
D.K Bhandari at Chintan Bhawan,

Gangtok, July 15:  Chief Minister Mr. Prem Singh Tamang (Golay) has conveyed heartfelt condolences to
the family of Late Hymandas Kirat, on his sad demise.
In his condolence message, the Chief Minister has stated, “He was a great laureate of Nepali literature, poet,

author and critic who left for heavenly abode leaving behind a legacy on literature. It is indeed a very painful
moment for all of us and let our prayers lend courage to the bereaved family to bear the pain of this great loss.

Book on Former Chief Minister Lt. Nar
Bahadur Bhandari  released

today.
The Governor,  in his address

highlighted several achievements
of Lt. Bhandari during his three
term as Chief Minister of Sikkim
and urged everyone to carry
forward the legacy left behind by
him in his quest to make Sikkim a
vibrant state in the country.

The Chief Minister,  in his
address, declared 5th October as a

state holiday commemorating the
birth anniversary of the former
Chief  Minister  Lt. Mr. Nar Bahadur
Bhandari. He also announced that
the book which was released today
would also be bought by the state
government and distributed to
schools and colleges so that the
legacy of the great man could live
on.

The Chief Minister said that
it was an irreplaceable loss
especially for the cause of Nepali-
speaking people, his most notable
contribution being the inclusion of
the Nepali language in 8th Schedule
of the Constitution of India.
Talking about the personal
experiences he shared with the
former Chief Minister, the Chief
Minister stated that he was not
just a great politician but a great
human being as well who had
immense humility and who
understood the pain of others. He
also talked about his long
association with Lt. Mr. Nar

Gangtok, July 15: A delegation of
Football Players Association of
Sikkim, led by its President Mr.
Nirmal Chettri, called on the
Governor of Sikkim, Mr. Ganga
Prasad at Raj Bhawan, today.

The team which also had
national footballer Mr. Bikash Jairu
and Mr. Nim Tshering Lepcha,
extended invitation to the
Governor to attend the upcoming

Condolence Message from Chief Minister

Governor to attend FPAS
event at  Paljor Stadium

Indian Football Awards 2019 event
being held at Paljor Stadium on
July 21 as the chief guest.

The Governor accepted the
invitation and conveyed his best
wishes to the organizing team and
commended the initiative taken by
FPAS and assured all possible
assistance to the Association for
the promotion of football in the
state.

Namchi, July 17: The concluding
day of ‘Shrawaney Sankranti
Rankey Mela 2019’ organized by
South District Administration and
Rankey Mela organizing
Committee saw Chief Minister Mr.
Prem Singh Tamang (Golay)
attending the event as chief guest.

Speaker (SLA) Mr. L.B
Das was present in the programme
as the Guest of Honour which was
held at Central Park, Namchi, today.
Minister of Cultural Affairs &
Heritage Department Mr. Samdup
Lepcha and Minister Building &
Housing Mr. Sanjeet Kharel, along
with Political Secretary to the Chief
Minister Mr. Jacob Khaling, DIG
(Range) Mr. Sonam Tenzing Bhutia
were also present on the occasion.

Shrawney Sankranti
which marks the begining of
Shrawan month, is being
celebrated as Rankey Mela with
much funfare, praying for good
harvest of crops during the
monsoon to save ourselves from
starvation and famine culminating

Chief Minister attends Rankey Mela festival

in the torching of devil Rankey in
the evening hours who otherwise,
legend has it, destroys our
prospect of good harvest.
Other attractions of the day were
rural sports, ceremonial rituals and
musical programmes in the main

day with greased pole event being
the main attraction.

Chief Minister Mr. Prem
Singh Tamang(Golay) in his
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Gangtok, July 15:  Chief Minister
Mr. Prem Singh Tamang (Golay)
has congratulated noted literaeur
Mr. Dhruva Lohagan on being
conferred the prestigious ‘Bhanu
Puraskar’ for the year 2019.

In his congratulatory note,
the Chief Minister has stated, “I
am extremely pleased to know that
this year you have been bestowed
with the prestigious Award

Chief Minister congratulates
‘Bhanu Puraskar’ Awardee

Gangtok, July 15:  Executive
members of All Sikkim Scheduled
Caste Welfare Association
(ASSCWA) led by the President
of the Association, Mr. Shekhar
Sewa, called on Chief Minister Mr.
Prem Singh Tamang (Golay) at
Tashiling Secretariat and

Executive members of
SSCWA call on Chief
Minister

congratulated the Chief Minister
on his victory in the recent
election.

The Chief Minister  heard
the various demands regarding
the  welfare of the community and
assured to render every possible
support to the Association.

(Bhanu Puraskar) on the
auspicious occasion of Bhanu
Jayanti 2019. I congratulate you
on this tremendous achievement.
Your contribution as a writer,
author and poet, towards the
society is always praiseworthy
and I hope for more progress and
prosperity in future. I wish you
sound health and long life.”

  “It is never too late to be what you might have been.”
-George Eliot

Governor Mr. Ganga Prasad along with Chief Minister Mr.  P. S
Tamang (Golay)  and former MP Ms. D. K Bhandari unveil the Book
‘Atal Bhandari’ at Chintan Bhawan.

Chief  Minister Mr. P. S Tamang (Golay) being fecilitated by the Rankey
Mela organizing Committee at Namchi.

Governor Mr. Ganga Prasad with the members of  FPAS at Raj
Bhawan.
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District Diary

Namchi, July 17: The two-day
long ‘Srawaney Sankranti Rankey
Mela, 2019’ organised by South
District Administration and
Rankey Mela organizing
committee commenced today
amidst much grandeur at Central
Park, Namchi.

Srawaney Sankranti
Rankey Mela is one of the biggest
traditional and cultural
extravaganzas hosted annually at
the South District headquarters,
Namchi. It is also one of the major
festivals celebrated by the Nepali
community in Sikkim thereby
attracting a huge congregation of
general public from various
corners of the state as well as the
visiting tourist.

 The celebration of Rankey
Mela festival signifies the end of
drought season and
commencement of monsoons
particularly a time for the farmers
to rejoice and welcome good
harvest. This Mela falls on the
first day of month of Srawan of
the Vikram Sambhat calendar.

The main charm of this

Namchi hosts Srawaney Sankranti
Rankey mela

Namchi, July 17: District Legal
Services Authority (South) and
Taluk Legal Services Committee
(South) in co-ordination with the
Sikkim State Legal Services
Authority organized a Legal
Services Camp as well as a Legal
Aid Clinic on the occasion of
Rankey Mela at Namchi Bazar,
South Sikkim to commemorate
Sawney Sankranti, today.

The purpose of the Legal
Services Camp was to spread
awareness about welfare
legislations and schemes and
strengthen the community’s
access to the schemes being
implemented by the Legal
Services Authority and other
Departments of the Government.
The  program focused mainly on
NALSA (Legal Services to the
Mentally III and Mentally
Disabled Persons) Scheme, 2015.

The programme was
launched by the Chairman, DLSA
(South) Mr. Jiwan Kumar Kharka
in the presence of the Secretary
DLSA (South), Ms. Jwala D.

Meeting of District Officials with member, National  commission
for safaikarmacharis

Gyalshing, July 17: A meeting
with Member, National
Commission for Safaikarmacharis,
Mr. Manamandleshwar Swami
Sadanand Maharaj on
“Prohibition of Employment as
Manual Scavengers Act, 2013”
was organised  here at the
conference hall of Zilla Bhawan,
Kyongsha, West Sikkim, today.

The meeting had the
presence of District Collector, Mr.
Karma R. Bonpo, Sr.SP Mr.
Tenzing Loden Lepcha, ADC Mr.
K.L Lepcha, SDM(HQ),
ADC(Dev), HRDD Addl. Director,
BDO/Yuksam, MEO/Gyalshing,
SWO, Senior Welfare Officer,
Labour Inspector, and
representatives of
Safaikarmacharis.

The agenda of the meeting
were as follows:

(a) Review of
implementation of Manual
Scavengers Act, 2013.

(b) Study and evaluation of
the economic and educational

conditions of Safaikarmacharis.
(3) Review of re-survey of

Manual Scavengers.
While addressing the

gathering, Mr. Sadanand Maharaj
informed that the prime duty of
the commission is for overall
welfare and development of the
Safaikarmacharis. In this
direction, the Commission for
Safaikarmacharis has been
established by the Government
of India to resolve the problems
and grievances faced by the
Safaikarmacharis in the state.
Taking into the consideration
their social status, facilities and
opportunities for the removal of
inequality and other innovative
programmes are taken up by the
Commission. He said he was
delighted to visit Sikkim and to
know that no manual scavenging
exists here and was overwhelmed
with the condition of
safaikarmacharis working in in the
state.

In the interaction session,

Chairman (Gyalshing Municipal
Council), Mr. I.K Neopaney and
Addl. Director UD&HD, Mr. D. R
Thapa apprised the Member
about the various basic facilities
provided to the safaikarmacharis
working under Gyalshing
Municipal Council. Meanwhile
Bazar Inspector, UD&HD,  Ms.
Sikha Sharma,  highlighted some
problems faced by the
safaikarmacharis before the
member of the commission like
provision of housing facilities,
sponsoring higher education of
the siblings etc.

The safaikarmacharis
present in the meeting expressed
their satisfaction with the
facilities being provided to them.

Earlier, SDM (HQ), Mr.
Tushar G. Nikhare   delivered the
welcome address and the meeting
concluded with the vote of
thanks proposed by Addl
Director/UD&HD, Mr. D. R
Thapa,

South  District Legal  Services Authority
holds legal service campGyalshing, July 18: The first

preparatory meeting regarding
celebration of District Level
Independence Day, 2019 was
conducted by the District
Administration at the Conference
hall of Zilla Bhawan, Kyongsa,
West Sikkim, today.

The meeting was presided
over by District Collector (West),
Mr. Karma R. Bonpo and
SP(West) Mr. Tenzing Loden
Lepcha accompanied by ADM
(West) Mr. Karma L. Lepcha,

West District Gears Up for Independence Day Celebration
SDM (HQ) Mr. Tushar G. Nikhare,
SDM Glayshing Mr. Gilbert
Lepcha along with the heads of
various line departments.

The meeting reviewed
formation of Independence Day
Celebration Committee (IDCC),
work distribution of respective
departments, fund raising
committee, football organizing
committee and other management
teams etc.

Speaking on the occasion,
the District Collector said that all

departmental heads and
employees should work
collectively and carry out their
entrusted duties and
responsibilities in this regard.

The highlights of the
Independence Day will be Parade
display, Band Display, Open
Men’s Football tournament and
cultural extravaganza.

Further, DM directed MEO/
Gyalshing to organize a
cleanliness drive in the
surrounding areas of Gyalshing.

Thapa, Ld. Panel Advocates, Mr.
Bhim Shankar Pradhan, Ms.
Sushila Thapa, Ms. Punam Rai,
Ms. Keshang Dolma Bhutia, Mr.
Sujan Manger, Ms. Yeshoda Rai,
Mr. Adim Prakash Subba  under
the supervision of Neuro
Psychiatrist, MD Dr. Bishnu
Sharma, (Psychologist) Ms.
Reshma Subba, (Social Worker)
Ms. Binita Sharma, (Psychiatry
Department) and from IEC cell  Mr.
S. K Rai, District Hospital Namchi,
South Sikkim, provided
Awareness and distributed IEC
Materials on Mental Health and
Mental illnesses. Para-Legal
Volunteers Mr. Jai Ram Gupta and
Ms. Laxmi Tamang were also
present.

Around 78 people
attended the program and a
substantial number included
children. The attendees
interacted with the officers and
representatives of the
Departments present to address
their problems and to procure
appropriate advice and guidance.

festival lies in the burning of a
demon effigy commonly known
as ‘Rankey Bhoot’. The effigy
represents an unlucky sign of
various kinds of  portend
misfortune ranging from disease,
illness and occurrence of bad
harvest. Therefore, while burning
local people beat drums and
flings torches towards the effigy
in order to get rid of the many
forms of bad luck. The figurine of
Rankey Bhoot is traditionally
burnt on the eve of Rankey Mela.

Over the years, this mela
has metamorphosed into one of
the magnificent tourist
attractions while keeping intact
the main theme which is
celebration of good harvest
season for the farming community
while also maintaining a
concoction of culture and
tradition. Presently, Rankey Mela
has undergone a massive
transformation in which the Mela
now has advanced itself into a
tourist attracting event, in order
to boost the thriving tourism
sector of the state.

Bahadur Bhandari and elucidated
on how he was always a support,
guide and guardian to the Chief
Minister through all these years.
Stating that he played a big role in
the change which took place in the
state after twenty-five years, the
Chief Minister thanked Lt. Mr.
Bhandari for his immense
contribution to Sikkim and the
Sikkimese people and said that he
will always be remembered in
history.

Former MP and spouse of
Late Mr. Bhandari, Ms. Dil Kumari
Bhandari started her address by
chanting prayers and thanking all
those who came to witness the
book release programme to honour
her  late husband on the auspicious

Contd. from front page

Book on...

day of Buddha Purnima. She said
that   late Mr. Nar Bahadur Bhandari
contributed much to unite
linguistic and cultural diversity in
making Nepali Language as one of
the official languages in the Indian
Constitution. She also highlighted
about the various contributions of
the former Chief Minister in
various sectors such as education,
water, electricity etc. and further
added that he stood tall with pride
to serve the Sikkimese people even
till his last days. She thanked the
Governor, the Chief Minister and
the entire state government
machinery for making the event
successful.

The event also saw the
felicitation of the fifty-four invited
eminent literary personalities who
contributed to the book ‘Atal
Bhandari’.

Earlier, the programme began

with lighting of lamps and offering
of khadas to the portrait of Lt. Mr.
Nar Bahadur Bhandari by the Chief
Guest and Guest of Honour which
was followed by an audio-visual
presentation on the life and times
of Late Mr. Nar Bahadur Bhandari,
prepared by Mr. Chunilal Ghimiray
and group. A short speech was
delivered by the editor of the
newly released book, Mr. Arjun
Piyush with evaluation and
perspectives given by Prof Mr.
Deepak Tiwari.

Sikkimese singer, Ms.
Remanti Rai presented a song
(Ganesh Bandana) while the
welcome address was delivered by
the  Ms. Manisha Bhandari. The
vote of thanks was proposed by
General Secretary of N.B Bhandari
Memoir Release Committee, Mr.
Chunilal Ghimirey.

address, spoke about the
significance of celebrating the mela
wherein he laid emphasis on giving
continuity to the celebration of
Rankey Mela Srawaney Sankranti
as it is one of the important
festivals richly celebrated in Nepali
culture. Additionally, the chief
guest also updated the attendees
that impetus should be laid,
especially among today’s youth,
to foster and protect the sanctity
of the Mela. He urged various
associations and clubs in the state
to focus on result-oriented work.
Likewise, he also appealed to all
government employees to carry
out their responsibilities sincerely

Contd. from front page

Chief Minister...

and work for the benefit of the
public to facilitate better public
service, and  assured extrinsic and
intrinsic motivation to follow. In
his speech, the Chief Minister also
affirmed faith of Namchi dwellers
by bringing in infrastructural and
other necessary developments in
the town.

He also reiterated the
declaration of 5th October as a State
annual holiday in honour of former
Chief Minister Late Mr. N.B
Bhandari.

Later during the day, the
Chief Minister,  accompanied by
the dignitaries, visited the
Departmental stalls, greased pole
venue, and handed over prizes to
the winners of various rural sports
activities.  The Chief Minister also
interacted with the public of the
area.

SDM Yangang chairs meeting to discuss birth and death registration
process

Namchi, July 17:  The Sub
Divisional Office (Yangang)
organised a meeting with
Aganwadi workers of Yangang
Sub-Division to discuss about
the delayed birth and death
registration process at the
conference hall, BAC Yangang
today.

The meeting was duly
conducted since the SDM Office
has being receiving many
requests regarding delayed birth

and death registration in the
locality. Mr. Bhutia also
appraised that ample work on
creation of awareness is being
done by ASHA and Aganwadi
Workers, respectively.  He also
said that since there has been
proper institutional delivery in
the area, deaths have been
occuring in the hospital and a
consistent delayed registration of
births and deaths.

During the meeting it was

decided to devise a standard
mechanism for the certification
wherein the held-up registration
will be taken up by issuing
authority through proper
verification.

The SDM also updated
that additional sensitization
regarding the importance of
registration by the concerned
workers will be done at the
locality.
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Health Care, Human Services and Family Welfare Department
Government of Sikkim

Gangtok
 No. 195/HC, HS&FW                                                                                                               Dated:15/07/2019

EMPLOYMENT NOTICE
Applications are invited from the eligible candidates having requisite qualifications and experience for

filling of the post of different faculty members for Government Pharmacy College, Sazong Rumtek, East
Sikkim on contractual basis for a period of 3 years. The application along with the documents should
reach the office of the Special Secretary-I to the Government of Sikkim, Department of  Health Care,
Human Services & Family Welfare on or before 07th  August ’2019 (Wednesday). Non local candidates
may also apply for the said post and their application will be considered in case the local candidates are
unavailable. The details of the post and contractual emoluments are as under:-

Sl.  Name of the post Subjects       No. of Consolidated pay
No.      the post per month
1. Principal/Dean Any branch of           1 185000/-

Pharmacy
2. Professor/ Associate Pharmaceutics           1 170000/160000/-

Professor
3. Professor/Associate Pharmacology          1 170000/160000/-

Professor
4. Professor/Associate Pharmaceutical          1 170000/160000/-

Professor Chemistry)
5. Professor/ Associate Pharmacognosy          1 170000/160000/-

Professor

Note: For any information, candidates may contact Dr. Tekendra Rai, Principal Pharmacy College,
Rumtek. Contact no. 7432042373.

                                         Principle Director-ME
Deputy Secretary to the Government

R.O.NO.90/IPR/PUB/Classi/19-20(iii), Dt: 16/07/19                                              HC, HS&FW Department

Labour Minister assures full support
to the working class
Gangtok, July 17: Minister for
Labour Department Mr. M. N
Sherpa chaired the first
introductory meeting with the
heads of the companies and
industries of Sikkim, at Shram
Bhawan, today.

The meeting had the
Presence of Secretary Labour
Department Mr. S. B Subba, Joint
Labour Commissioner Mr. D. S
Kunwar, senior officials of the
Department, and heads and
representatives of companies and
industries in Sikkim.

The agenda for the
meeting was to interact and
discuss about the review of Labour
Contract System as per the
decision taken during the meeting
of Legislators held on  June 25.
1.Submission of monthly returns,
uniform house rent for the workers/
employees; 2. Promotion to the
next higher grade or incentive to
the workers after completion 03
years should be mandatory; 3.
Constitution of selection
committee for promotion of the
workers/employees and
Awareness programme to the
workers/employees. The Minister
stressed on the need to ensure
medical health check up on
periodical basis.

In his address, the
Minister said that he firmly
believes in supporting and
protecting the health, safety,
welfare, security and dignity of
every worker in Sikkim. Ethical
recruitment and employment
practices, safe work practices, as
well as safe and healthy living and
working conditions are critical
elements to deliver for our work.
The workers working in the
factories too have certain welfare
needs which we as a government,
must help by working in
coordination with the companies,
he added. The Minister also

introspected on challenges and
hardships of labourers and
encouraged them with rewards for
performing best from their end.The
Minister asked companies to stop
immediate termination and advised
to issue show -cause notices
before termination.

He said that  Incentives
and wages need to be raised
automatically after certain tenure.
Employees need to be trained,
groomed and made aware about
the rules, regulations and
functions of the companies and
proper composition needs to be
made. He also assured to resolve
the issue related to power supply
and assured to work for
uninterrupted power supply.

Further, he urged the
heads of the companies to avail
suggestion/ complaint box which
will be monitored by the
Government department officials
and solve the problems raised by
the employees.The Minister
assured that creating such system
will help the company to upgrade
and solve the problems faced by
the companies and  in return, they
need to keep in mind the
constraints of the Government and
work cordially.

Mr. Subba talked about
the welfare measure which
involves major aspects such as
occupational health care, suitable
working time and appropriate
salary.

He urged the companies
to ensure the welfare of the
labourers, provision of best/
special facilities, to bring
uniformity in the house rent of
employees, companies should
follow as per the Act and norms,
need to work with proper co-
ordination to increase the growth
of industries and companies in the
State.

Log on to www.ipr.sikkim.gov.in

Gangtok, July 18: The Minister
for Food Security and Agriculture
Development, Horticulture and
Cash Crops Development, Animal
Husbandry, Livestock Fisheries
and Veterinary Services, Mr. Lok
Nath Sharma officially launched
the Input Assistance (Subsidy)
Distribution Management
System using Mobile Application
under Mission Organic Value
Chain Development for North
Eastern Region (MOVCD- NER)
Scheme at the conference hall of
Krishi Bhawan, Tadong, today.

The programme will
initially be implemented in the
North District.

Minister Mr. Lok Nath
Sharma congratulated the
technical team on behalf of the
state government for preparing a
simplified mobile application to
strengthen input assistance
(Subsidy) Distribution system.
He stressed to ensure benefits to
the deserving beneficiaries who
are truly interested to generate
better output and further
instructed to finalise list of
beneficiaries of North Sikkim
within a week.

 Addressing the officials
and representatives from Farmers
Producer Organizations (FPO),
the Minister showed his keen
interest to adopt the programme
in others three districts as well.
He also stressed on the
responsibilities of concerned
officials for proper
implementation of the programme
in practice.

The Minister instructed
the concerned department to
develop technical mechanism to
ensure maintenance of data of
beneficiaries on the same day of
the programme which should be
digitally accessible and
transparent to the public.

Agriculture Minister launches Input Assistance
Distribution Management System

Speaking in the context
of production, he expressed deep
concern over the diminishing
agricultural production and said
that the recorded data in official
file does not match up with the
field report in terms of production.
Further he urged officials to
collect authenticated information
on actual quantity of production
to avoid any kind of confusion in
public domain.

The Minister also
assured to address the various
banking related constraints being
faced by the farmers through a
high-level meeting to be chaired
by the Chief Minister of Sikkim in
near future.

He informed that a total
of one hundred sixty-eight (168)
beneficiaries will be awarded
vermicompost and instructed for
strict monitoring in execution of
work pertaining to it.
The Minister also directed the

officials to provide training
programme to the departmental
employees appointed under One
Family One Job scheme  and
advised them to issue directives
for proper utilization of availed
manpower. He also came out with
a suggestion to collect
production of farmers from their
locality to minimise their
marketing challenges.

In his concluding
remarks, Minister Mr. Lok Nath
Sharma expressed thankfulness
to the departmental employees
for their cooperation and
anticipated continuous support
with utmost sincerity.

The Secretary, Food
Security & Agriculture
Development, Mr. Khorlo Bhutia,
articulated on the entire exercise
executed for the preparation of
new application to avoid misuse
of funds. He urged officials to

come forward to get acquainted
with digital orientated method in
the system. He also clarified that
the beneficiaries have been
selected by the department and
FPO is an agency selected for
distribution only.

Additional Director
(Accounts), Horticulture and
Cash Crops Development
Department Mr. Mahendra
Pradhan underlined the concept
and technical aspects of Direct
Benefit Transfer. He also informed
that the newly designed system
is simplified technically which is
to be used by retail outlet. During
his elaboration, he said that with
the launching of the programme
there will be convenience for
farmers to receive input
assistance under the guidance of
concerned FPO in filling up
Farmers Identification Number
(FIN), authentication of OTP that
eventually benefits farmers and
also control leakage, unnecessary
expenditure and time
consumption. FPOs need to have
an Android mobile while farmers
can send or receive SMS through
any type of mobile, he said.

Representative from
IndusInd Bank, Mr. Sadananda
Ojha highlighted about the
various steps involved in
execution of Direct Benefit
Transfer from the source to the
farmers through banking
procedure.

The meeting also had an
interactive session wherein
Secretary Horticulture and Cash
Crops Development Department
Mr. DK Bhandari, Chief Executive
Officer Sikkim Organic Mission
Dr. S Anbalagan, Senior Officials
and the participants came out
with their  inputs and
suggestions.

Sikkim Herald and Sikkim Today can also be
viewed on the Sikkim Herald  App available on
the Google Play Store.
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Gangtok, July 17: A two-day
workshop on Reading - Writing
and Story telling was inaugurated
today at the State Central Library,
Cultural  Affairs & Heritage
Department at Manan Bhawan,
Gangtok, today.

The programme was
graced by Secretary, Cultural
Affairs & Heritage Department
Ms. Vidya Subba, accompanied by
Additional Director, Cultural
Affairs & Heritage Department Mr.
S. T Gyatso,and OSD/Librarian
Ms. Sangita Bomjan.

The workshop had the
presence of students and teachers
from various schools in and
around Gangtok.

The main objective of the
workshop was to encourage

Workshop on  reading, writing and story telling commences
children and any other individual
to inculcate the habit of reading
and writing.

The two-day workshop
included a host of activities such
as story telling, reading, writing,
poem recitation etc.

While addressing the
inaugural session, chief guest Ms.
Vidya Subba thanked the students
and teachers for coming together
to practice National Reading
Mission which was especially
organized for students. She further
said that students should inculcate
the habit of reading and writing
with enthusiasm as reading is the
basic tool of living a good life.
Lastly, she urged the students to
participate in the workshop
wholeheartedly so that it will be

beneficial for young minds. She
further announced that all the
participants will get free
membership in the library for a year.
The Additional Director  in his

address, reiterated the importance
of reading and writing habit. He
further said that this workshop
aims to keep the young minds busy
and engaged with positive
activities.

The OSD in  her opening
speech, briefed about the
important role library plays
towards building a progressive
society. She said that a library is a
place of interaction, to exchange
ideas and a safe space for children
to learn and to use their leisure time
doing something beneficial.

Gangtok, July 17:A Cabinet Meeting was held on July 15 in the Cabinet
Hall of Tashiling Secretariat, Gangtok and the following
decisions were taken:
Legal, Legislative & Parliamentary Affairs Department
The Cabinet approved the appointment of Shri Vivek Kohli, Advocate,
son of Mr. S. K Kohli, resident of New Delhi as the Advocate General
for the State of Sikkim.
Public Schemes
- The proposal seeking revised administrative approval of  ` 139.725
crore (Rupees one hundred thirty nine crore seventy two lakhs fifty
thousand) only with an additional financial sanction of  ` 36.612 crore
(Rupees thirty six crore sixty one lakhs twelve thousand) only
for  the work ‘Up-gradation of Gangtok-Rumtek-Sang road to intermediate
lane road in East Sikkim.’
In respect of additional cost of public related schemes, the Cabinet
directed to give full detail with justification in respect of additional cost.
All concerned have been directed to anticipate the same while preparing
estimate.
The Cabinet approved the financial sanction of ̀  8854.00 lakhs (Rupees
eighty eight crores fifty four lakhs) only for the work ‘Construction of
two lane balanced cantilever bridge over Kanaka river at Kayum, Dzongu
in North Sikkim’. The Cabinet also directed to expedite the work.
Tourism and Civil Avaiation Department
The Cabinet approved the proposal to levy fees in respect of various
tourism activities, whereas regarding issuance of trade license to
Hotels, Home stays and agencies, the Cabinet directed the department
to maintain status quo.
Department of Commerce and  Industries
The Cabinet approved the draft, ‘The Sikkim Industrial Licensing Rules,
2019’, with provision for granting licenses, imposing penalties,
suspending and revoking of license.
Transport Department
The Cabinet approved the draft bill for ‘The Sikkim Motor Vehicle Taxation
(Amendment) Bill, 2019’ with provision for online payment of Motor
Vehicle Taxes and option for quarterly/annually or onetime tax @5 (five)
times of the annual tax, for all categories of vehicles.
Land Revenue and Disaster Management Department
The Cabinet approved the financial sanction of ` 59,77,500 (Rupees
fifty nine lakhs seventy seven thousand and five hundred) only for
additional mitigation measures carried out by State Disaster Management
Authority (SSDMA) in old Mangan Bazar. The Cabinet directed that the
implementation should be proper and there should be no cost and time
overrun.
Development Planning, Economic Reforms and North Eastern Council
Affairs Department White Paper
The Cabinet approved the White Paper prepared department wise duly
reflecting pending bills, fund requirements, liabilities, bank loans, revenue
potentials etc. to be placed in the forthcoming Sikkim Legislative
Assembly and to be discussed threadbare.
Energy and Power Department
The Cabinet approved the notifications in connection to the regulation
of the service conditions/remuneration, tenure of key officials/
professionals/other employees under Teesta Urja Limited (TUL) and
Teestavalley Power Transmission Limited (TPTL). Further the state
government has appointed a part time Chairman for Teesta Urja Limited
(TUL) for 1 year, salaries being paid to the top 5 or 6 Executives which
have been reduced drastically and number of employees in comparison
is also proposed to be reduced substantially. All efforts will be made to
restructure the company/take steps for repayment of PFC loans and
bank loans and immediate steps will be taken to prevent the company
from being non-performing asset (NPA).
Home Department
The Cabinet approved to declare  October 05 as State Holiday in honour
and memory of Late Mr. Nar Bahadur Bhandari, former Chief Minister of
Sikkim.
Public Welfare Measures
Tariff rates of Circuit House, Old and New Sikkim House (New Delhi)
have been reduced in public interest and to bolster the prospects of
Sikkim Tourism.

Cabinet Decisions

Gangtok, July 15:  The members
of Brahma Kumaris Rajyoga
Meditation Centre, Shanti Kund,
Development  Area, Gangtok led
by Sister Sonam called on Chief
Minister Mr. Prem Singh Tamang
(Golay) in his office at Tashiling
Secretariat, today.

During the brief meeting with

Members of  Brahma Kumaris Centre call on Chief Minister

the  Chief Minister, they informed
him that Brahma Kumaris have
completed 25 years of
establishment and on this
auspicious Silver Jubilee occasion
they would like to extend their
selfless service, initially in 25
remote villages, in different parts
of Sikkim on the subjects related

to stress free happy life, positive
thinking, cleanliness, addiction
free etc. through imparting spiritual
values.

The Chief Minister was
extremely glad to know about their
noble initiative and assured full
support and co-operation from the
Government.

Gangtok, July 18: Mizoram SRLM
Team comprising of two SRLM
officials and twenty-two
Agriculture CRP, Krishi Sakhis
visited Sikkim on a four-day
exposure visit with the objective
to learn from the SHGs of Sikkim
on various farm and non-farm
livelihood activities. The Sikkim
Rural Livelihood Mission
facilitated the visit.

The team visited
Khamdong and Dung Dung
village, East Sikkim and interacted
with progressive farmers. In
Khamdong village, the team
visited dairy farming where a
woman farmer shared her story
about dairy farming. Farmers of
Dung Dung village were
innovative and have been

 Team from Mizoram SRLM on Exposure Visit to Sikkim
implementing organic farming in a
systematic manner. The team was
really impressed about the farming
practice in the area. The team learnt
about the method of cow urine
collection, vermi-composting,
vermiwash, tomato plantation in
greenhouse etc. The team was
informed about method of using
organic pesticide.

On day two, the team
visited Rigu village and interacted
with Ms. Meena Kumari Gurung,
member of Sunakhari SHG, who
practices organic farming and
home stay in her land. She
practices organic farming through
the support from department and
Sikkim SRLM. The team also
visited floriculture farm run by
SHG member. The team was

impressed by the products such
as bakery items and flowers
prepared by the SHG member of
Sadhu WDS. The Sikkim SRLM
organized an interactive session
with its official for the visiting team,
under the chairmanship of Mr. P.
Senthil Kumar Commissioner-cum-
SMD/SRLM, RMDD. During the
interaction, they shared their
learning and SMD provided some
of the valuable inputs on best
practices followed by the Sikkim
SRLM for replication under
Mizoram SRLM. The visiting team
expressed their gratitude to Sikkim
for providing a productive
exposure visit and assured that the
lesson learnt from Sikkim will be
adopted in areas wherever it is
feasible.

Gangtok, July 16: A training
programme for the Police Officer
of  the State was organized on July
10 at Sikkim Judicial Academy,
sokyathang Sikkirn.

 Senior Public Prosecutor,
Law Department, Mr. N.P Sharma,
and Director, Regional Forensic

Traning programme for Police Officers held
Science Laboratory, Saramsa Dr. R.
P Gohain, were the resource
person for the  programme.

The training programme
was divided into two sessions.
The first session was on “Criminal
Investigation- Preparation of
Chargesheet” and the second

session was on “Issues relating to
Advances in Forensic Science and
best practices for successful
Invcstigation”.

Both the sessions were
followed by interaction sessions.

Chief Minister P. S Tamang (Golay) with the members of Brahma Kumaris Rajyoga Meditation Centre at
Tashiling Secretariat.


